Send Cards
The
Soledad
Brothers
Defense committee is urging
students to send Christmas
cards to political prisoners.
For a list of the prisoners
contact Joan Hammer, 795
Morse, San Jose, 295-9096.
Cards should be printed
sender’s
for
except
signature.
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It’s getting hard to tell who’s ahead in
the rent strike at 429 S. Ninth St.
While a contingent of striking tenants
has claimed a preliminary legal
victory, the owner says he has nearly
eradicated the strike through negotiations with individual units.
Strikers had a demurrer upheld in
court which said that a complaint filed
by owner Sal A. Ruiz was "vague and
uncertain."
Although the first complaint was
thrown out of court, a second is being
prepared as the 19 litigants promise
they’re "willing to go all the way,"
according to tenant Joe Lanspa.
Presently, attorneys representing
Ruiz and the strikers are planning to
meet in hopes of negotiating a settlement with the apartments on strike.
Originally 21 units joined the strike to
force a lowering of rents and prompt
repair work in many apartments.
But now strikers and Ruiz differ on
estimates of the number of participants
in the month and a half long strike.
"He Ruiz) got a lot of people to go off
strike...by making small repairs which
were mistook for improvements," said
Lanspa.
He denied, however, Ruiz’ assertion
that now only six units remain on
strike. "He’s gotten about five apartments off strike by directly negotiating,
but he’s still been unsuccessful in
breaking the strike because of a
developing core of activists there,"
Lanspa said.

FAR OUT. FUN IN For the past four days students have
been buying and "tripping" within the atmosphere of the
"Fantasy Faire." Designed to create a friendly atmosphere
offering students and non-students a place to sell or buy

homemade wares, the Faire has been declared an unqualified success. The Faire, sponsored by Student Community
Involvement Program, opened Monday and will continue
through 5 p.m. tomorrow. See story, more pictures, page 6.
-Daily photo by Ron Burda

Semana Chicana

’Community Oppression’ Topic
speakers, scholars, entertainment and
community people Tuesday night. The
Coma Prieta Room in the College Union
was filled with a proud, mostly brown,
enthusiastic cowd.
Billed
as
an
"educational

* * *
Workshops
Spark Semana
Tonight in C.U.
Workshops, live entertainment and a
film highlight tonight’s "Semana
Chicana" program in the Coma Prieto,
Room of the College Union.
The workshops cover a wide range of
topics including education, history and
culture, politics, Chicano-police relations, communications, and Chicanismo.
The film is "The Invisible Minority",
which deals with the self-determination
of the Chicano movement. Scenes from
rallies and Chicano communities from
El Paso, Texas to Denver. Colorado
give a general overview of the entire
Chicano movement.
Teatro de la Gente and the Mariachis
band will provide the live entertainment. The program runs from 7 to
11 p.m. in the Lorna Prieta Room of the
College Union.

Peace and Freedom Party which failed
last week. After recinding that motion
by a vote of 13-4,
they moved to
override his veto, which they did by a
vote of 13-4.
Due to the success of this week’s
Fantasy Faire being sponsored by the
Student -Community
Involvement
Program SCIP ) in the College Union,
councilmen approved a resolution that
the Faire be continued until Christmas
vacation begins.
A motion was approved to allocate
$350 to the Drama Department to put on
the production of -Hair." The funds
will be used to have a band play and
hire persons for lighting and sound.
Three performances will be given, two
of them free to students with an A.S.
card.
After half an hour of discussion,
council members failed to grant a $385
request to have a woman attorney from
Mexico come to SJS to review and
analyze work done by the Business
Department on the "MexicanAmerican economic behavior."
An allocation of $274 was granted to
Warren Benjamin to represent SJS at
the National Speech Communications
Convention. Some $236 was granted to
Jimmy Clewis who was injured in last
spring’s rock concert in Spartan
Stadium and a request of $2,763 to the
Masters Candidates for film editing
equipment failed.
Appointments approved include
Preston Cox, Richard Kass, Gary
Cushing to Spartacamp; Stanley
Wilson, David Valdez to the Student
Faculty Liaison; and Thom Chivers
to the Recreation and Leisure Studies.

Psych Profs Attack
Jensen Genetic Idea

Ruiz and the strikers also disagree on
the extent of repairs made at the 25 unit
complex.
While strikers feel that recently
made improvements are minor, Ruiz
said he has spent about $6000 laying
carpets in 18 units and painting six.

Semana Chicana, the week-long Chicano symposium currently underway,
ended its second evening of Chicano
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A.S. Council yesterday moved to
"oppose any continuance of a recall
movement as being useless and that a
working relationship can be established
within the A.S. government with
mutual cooperation."
The motion, approved by a 10-5-2
voice vote, charged that the recall
movement has been of no value to the
student body, has lacked real support
and that the charges have not shown
themselves to be valid.
Four weeks ago, council members
approved a motion to support the recall
petitions by a vote of 10-2-0.
Immediately following the vote to
oppose continuance of the recall move,
Councilman David Krawitz moved to
recall A.S. President Bill Langan and
asked that a secret ballot be taken. The
motion was ruled out of order by Terry
Speizer, A.S. vice president.
Then, council members voted to
recind a motion approved last week
asking the A.S. Judiciary to make a
ruling on the constitutionality of the
required two-tirds voter ratification to
approve the recall election. The motion
failed by a 7-10 vote, therefore a judicial
interpretation will still be given.
In another move, Councilman David
Long moved to recind the pending case
of the constitutionality of Steve
Brennan, A.S. executive vice president
and upper division representative on
council, holding two offices. The case
has been pending in the A.S. Judiciary
since September. The motion failed by
a vote of 8-9.
In other action, council members
moved to recind a motion to override
Langan’s veto of allocating $80 to the

By RAY TESSLER
Daily Staff Writer

By KEN ENCINAS
Daily Staff Writer

SJS Chicano Scholar-Ln-residence, Froben Lozada, wW
speak at noon today in the
College Union Loma Prieta
Room on "The Chicano
Struggle for Self -Determination, Past and Present." He
will give a brief historical
analysis of the Chicano
’Struggle.

Council R elects
Langan Recall

Ninth Street
Rent Strike
Eradicated

The tenants holding out seek to obtain
a lowering of rents and extensive
repairs. In late October, the strikers
decided a rent reduction was in order
and pledged to pay the reduced amount
of $140 a month. Although they considered the sum a just rent, Ruiz said he
checked rates elsewhere and found his
original scale comparable.

Scholar Speaks

experience" for all, Semana Chicana
has been just that. Tuesday night’s
audience was spotted with students,
parents and young children.
Chicano involvement in community
problems to fight those wishing to
oppress them was the main theme of
Tuesday night’s program. This theme
was brought to life by Jack Brito and
Jose Villa, guest speakers who have
been actively involved in Chicano
organizations in the San Jose area.
The program was opened with the
Mariachis playing traditional Chicano
music, and before long the audience
was busy tapping its feet with delight.
Along with the Mariachis’ music was
a group of dancers performing traditional dances in bright colored
costumes.
Jose Villa, chairman of the MexicanAmerican Graduate Studies program
at SJS, spoke on the Chicano’s need to
"explode myths."
’SACRED COWS’
"We have to keep shooting down
myths, shooting down sacred cows,"
said Villa. He then told a story from his
youth to explain his point.
.1 remember helping my father build
a wall. I was only 8 or 9 years old. I
asked my father why we were building
this very strong and high wall. ’So the
bullets won’t pass through it,’ my
father said. But I thought, there are no
bullets flying in New Mexico. But my
father came from the Mexican Revolution where bullets were flying. For him
the wall would protect his family and
provide security.
"Today those walls still exist in the
minds of people. They are the barriers
which keep us one one side of the wall
while others are on the other side. It’s
those walls in people’s minds that keep
Chicanos isolated," Villa said.
To overcome the walls that Chicanos
face, Villa said, "We must share," it’s
sharing that’s going to make our
graduate program successful."

"Our language is the most important
thing to help us grow as a family and
reflect our culture," he said.
HISTORY
The second guest speaker, Jack
Brito, came right to the point, "We’re
going to surprise a lot of people, but
we’re going to make it," he said.
Brito gave the audience a history
lesson. He demonstrated the growth the
Chicano has made since 1950 and urged
the audience to help continue that
growth.

Speaking in both Spanish and
English, he provided comic relief, as he
filled his speech with humorous events
that have taken place while he has been
active in community affairs.
"We’ll never be without problems but
the beautiful thing happening now is
that we’re becoming part of the
solutions," he said.
Chicano Week will be continuing
through Saturday from 7 to 11 p.m.
nightly in the Loma Prieta Room.
Admission is free and open to everyone.

SJS faculty and students systematically refuted Dr. Arthur Jensen’s
controversial theory that blacks are
genetically inferior to whites at the first
session of a two-day symposium yesterday in the Loma Prieta Room of the
College Union.
There were few blacks in the
audience of about 300. The s.,mposium,
entitled "The Unintelligent Use of
Intelligence Tests," sponsored by SJS
tutorials and Psi Chi, psychology
society, will continue today in the Loma
Prieta Room at 1 p.m.
Dr. Bernadene Allen, Tutorials,
presented a brief introduction and
definition of the Jensen theory. Jensen
theorizes that black people preform, on
the average, more poorly than whites
on standard IQ tests and that special
programs of compensatory education
so far tried have not had much success
in removing this difference. Jensen
proposes separate educational systems
for blacks and whites since intelligence
arises primarily from genetic causes.
Dr. Milton Andersen, psychology,
spoke chiefly on IQ tests but contended
that Dr. Jensen’s theory is a "onesided, punitive, unintelligent attempt to
oppress people."
Dr. Andersen questioned Dr.
Jensen’s assertion that IQ scores are
valid indicators of intelligence. "IQ

tests are used to label ethnic groups in
an insulting and defaming manner," he
said. -These tests were made
exclusively for a white middle class
culture and it is a disservice to give this
test to any other people."
Jensen’s belief that environmental
factors are minimal in determining
intelligence was also attacked by Dr.
Andersen. The testing situation
strongly influences tests scores
because the scores are obtained in an
artificial hot house situation, Dr.
Andersen said. "The effects of the
testing situation"destroy what we’re
testing.
Ayesha Andersen, a student in
genetics at U.C. Berkeley referred little
to Jensen’s theory, but said "Racists
have consistently attempted to equate
socio-political data with biological
origin.
"Race," she said, "is a useful and
valid term." One may count a sample
of the chromosomes of an individual to
get an indication of race. But, she said,
categorizing a person as to race LI
arbitrary.
She said that the popular classification of black and white do not mean
that these people have different kinds of
chromosomes, but only that they have
varying proportional numbers of the
same kinds.

Protest, Turmoil Continue

Students Rally at Fresno
By VIC JANG
Daily Staff Writer
As thousands of students attended a
peaceful teach-in on the Fresno State
College campus yesterday, rumors
circulated that Ashton Shields, head of
the campus maintenance department,
had denied that locksmiths asked for
police assistance when they barred and
bolted doors Friday afternoon.
However, the chief of (’ampus
security, when questioned on the
matter commented that Shields was in
no position to know whether the locksmiths had requested security or not.
Douglas F. Bainbridge, security
head, further stated that in last
Friday’s lock -out incident, the locksmiths were directly under his
authority and that they in fact made
such a request.
REMOVED CHAIRMEN
In an unprecedented move, the
college administration backed by
campus security Friday removed the
chairman and assistant ilia irnw

the English department. Locksmiths
then barred and bolted the door to the
main English department office.
College President Norman A. Baxter
later said the action was taken to
protect valuable records and documents located in the office. He also
claimed that security had been called
only at the request of campus locksmiths.
At yesterday’s teach-in an estimated
2,500 students listened to speakers and
broke into discussion groups continuously throughout the day.
Speakers claimed backing from the
faculty in the English and Sociology
departments at 1.ong Beach State
College and from the English department at Stanford University.
STATE SUPPORT
They claimed departments throughout the state were gathering to support the two ousted professors.
It’s the first time since I’ve been
here t Fresno State) that students have
been together." commented Dan
s -f -no, neu a editor on the Daily

Collegian, the Fresno State campus
newspaper.
Student response, he claimed, was
more than equaling the outcry on that
campus last year dui ing the
Cambodian protests.
Apparently, though, the student
body is factionalizing.
The Student Senate, which called for
the teach-in, asked the legislature to
investigate the hiring and firing
practices of the state colleges, and
demanded faculty to -reevaluate themselves and their ultimate goals in
respect to students," has, nevertheless,
been criticized by Burton Swope,
Collegian editor.
POLARIZED FACULTY
"...It is dubious a highly polarized
faculty is able or willing to reevaluate
themselves and.. their responsibility to
the students," he wrote in an editorial.
"Disputes and problems at Fresno
State College can be directly attributed
to faculty and administration disputes
and the faculty oral
should be bald responsible."

He went on to blast the administration "which has shown a total
disregard for academic freedom and
the aspirations...of the students" and
castigated many of the faculty for
’remaining silent in the face of
repression."
DEFEND EDUCATION
He concluded by saying it was up to
the students "to defend and protect
their education" and called for active
student leadership.
Criticism in a harsher form,
according to Safreno, came from
William Riddlesprigger, black member
of the Student Senate, who was going to
call for the recall election of studentbody President William Jones at a
Student Senate session last night.
According to Safreno, students from
Movimiento Estudantil Chicano de
Aztlan MECH A ), Black Students
Union i BSU 1 and the Student Coalition
are attempting to form a provisional
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Give Duman
Fair Hearing

CRAIG TURNER
editor
DAVID BARNWELL
advertising manager

Freedom of the press is
t an end itself, but a
eanS to a free society."

’Jr

Justice Felix Frankfurter

By MARY DOUGHERTY
Yesterday’s
editorial
-Murky
Situation," describing the "unfortunate"
situation in the library, raised some
interesting questions but failed to
dispute dubious practices by the
academic vice president and the Library
Retention and Tenure Committee.
Robert J. Duman, library systems
analyst who lost year filed charges
against the library director, was denied
tenure last August by the Librory Tenure

editorial board
CRAIG TURNER
FRANK FERTADO
GARY PIERCE
KEN COSTA
JOSEPH WU
EARL REASON
SANDY ROOKAIRD

Committee.
In a memorandum
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lime at Fresno
Jg* atmosphere begins to rise over the recent Fresno State College
sy which saw doors to the main English department office barred
1 and a rash of professors fired, one fact is apparentthe college
(tion acted with the subtlety of a Panzer tank.
rogant manner, the Fresno State College administration last week
beral professors, then proceeded to strip the English department
and his assistant of their duties. In addition, campus police guarded
Is who barred and bolted doors to the main English department
ly reason the college president, Norman A. Baxter, could give for the
ilarring and bolting situation was that the administration wanted to
aluable documents housed in the main office.
been previously reported that English department chairman Dr.
,:tunwalt had removed official files from his departmental office. The
qtained documents on former teachers and administrators. We cannot
f-! on Dr. Zumwalt’s reason for removing the files. However, he had no
confiscate California State property in the first place.
Zumwalt’s action gave no basis for the asinine action of the college
_ ration. namely Dr. Baxter. To order a campus into a near-martial
,sphere is brainless and the decision was certainly not made with the
able judgment we would expect of a man in President Baxter’s

-

lects of the incident could have far outnumbered the benefits of a
!tent of fleeting power. If a less adjusted and stable student body had
rooted with this situation, the results could have been disastrous.
-artan Daily agrees the situation may have been blown out of pro’ But. the fact remains that any time police are used to guard lock lo bar and bolt doors, the administration has acted with little regard
putation of its campus.
oer complicate matters, the executive committee of the Fresno State
: Senate has gone on record as supporting the ignorant action of the
.esident. Their support can only do more harm. The student body is
a an uproar and certainly the committee’s stance will only further
students against administration and, now, faculty.
few days prior to this incident, Dr. Baxter fired 13 Fresno State
lessors. It has now been revealed that these professors were harsh
Dr. Baxter and his. policies. Can’t the college president accept
Are thesg professors’ actions substantial grounds for their
’ President Baxter should be required to answer for his actions.
Ile police-guarded barring and bolting action occurred Friday,
Roger Chittick told newsmen, "I was dumbfounded. It (the action)
- - - me of Germany under Hitler. The police breaking in that way and
^ "doors seemed appalling. I’ll never forget it."
k also finds the incident appalling and certainly the actions of the
administration will be remembered by many for a long time to
.
:i .,,

verse Politicizin

’me song of this academic year has been "politicization." Everyone,
, .. Reagan to Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke to college President John H.
as deplored it, criticized it, warned against it.
..arnings have been directed at the left. Ever since the outrage over
.1 last spring drove the universities to the brink of politicization (some
he brink I. the theme has been oft repeated.
’ he universities this year have been especially on their guard against
lion from the left, they have fallen prey to politicization from the
ected by Dr. Dumke himself.
oger of politicization is that the university will lose its status as a
lace of all ideas and will instead become the instrument of one brand
dues. The outrage that swept college and university campuses last
as quite justified, but the politicization it bore with it was a danger.
,
-: liancellor Dumke has done, however, is overreact, and the politiciza:".;:.":":- threatens from the right.
to purge liberal and left-wing professors from state college
(,, have swept the state. At Fresno, these moves have put the campus
(See above editorial.) At SJS, it has been felt with the Rutherford
.! melt cases. These firings are, we believe a calculated effort by the
i or and the governor to rid the colleges of liberal professors. What they
.g. in effect, is politicizing the campus toward the conservative point of
icy are turning colleges into bastions of their own political philosophy.
.vrong for the university to be the storehouse for any particular
It must be free and open to all points of view. The chancellor, we are
1, seriously jeopardizing this principle.

.

..(kli Si
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Elite’s’ Thanks and Apology
RHONDA HUDSON
The Elite Few
Friday night, in the Women’s
FOP sponsored a dance given
le Few.
Thte Few are a group of eight
’ men who are all students and
reside in Royce Hall. At the
they could be distinguished by
.con attire.
Audents of SJS were joined by
.....leavors to support the FOP by
all proceeds to the fund, and
very well. Royce Hall itself
S75. and the dance produced
’he door. This money is matched
r
. x,ernment ($4 to each dollar
Dit
’
:7)
!cited on hand -bills and large
-ny

posters, the dance was also to be a show
with special guests; Johnny Quick and
the Quickettes from the San Francisco.
Oakland area, and disc jockeys from
KDIA and KSOL radio stations in the
some area. However, the Quickettes
were called to Michigan, and the disc
jockeys had a car accident on the Nimitz
Freeway, on their way to the dance.
The Elite Few would like to extend
their apology for the cancellation of the
show, but would also like to extend their
thanks to those who supported the
dance. We pay special thanks to radio
station KDIA for advertisement, and also
to Alpha brother Maurice Howard and
his Alpha pledges Willie Webster,
Charles Brown, Al Welch and Elliot
Worth for their support of us. Thank you.

"Well, there goes the neighborhood..."

Thrust and Parry

Anti-Daily, Gilbaugh, Bike
’Bitter Piece’
Editor:
A few nights ago I visited A.S. President Bill Langan in his office in the
College Union where he was working
late.
He handed me a copy of the Spartan
Daily of Dec. 2 and pointed out a "Guest
Room" written by former editor Bob
Brackett.
I skimmed over Brackett’s column and
found it to be a highly bitter piece of
unfactual rubbish(coming from a journalist whose abilities once ranked him
among the finest reporters to grace the
pages of the Daily.)
I wasn’t surprised, however, by the
content of Brockett’s missile. It was like
so many other letters appearing in the
Daily from time to time this semester.
The Langan recall movement has now
become the "Cause-of-the-Month" Club’s
newest project. It hod turned into a real
"snake-bite" affair with most of the
losers from lost spring’s elections
crawling out of their pits with fangs
bared!
As we began discussing the recall,
Langan handed me a stack of Doilies and
asked that I glance through them in
order to get a better picture of what had
been happening on the campus political
scene during the past few months.
After reading through the pile of
Dailies, and running up a quick tabulation (comparing "negative" front page
stories, editorials, and cartoons with
"positive" coverage of Langan and his
administration), it became obvious that
maybe a little more than just
"something" was rotten in Denmark!
There it was in black and white:
"negative" coverage outweighing the
"positive" by a count of nearly 10 to one!
(Atta boy, Turner. You’ve done a good
job...a good job of stretching the
meaning of that slogan you display
above your editorials.) "Freedom of the
press." Without fairness, eh?
So, now comes the question: Exactly
how will this premeditated, carefully
executed assault on Langan and his
moderate administration affect the
students who may, or may not, vote in
the recall election (if it is held)? I don’t
think many people have been fooled by
the Daily.
Already pledges of support (both
moral and physical) are reaching
Langan. More help is on the way. And
this is interesting because, as of this
writing, Langan has yet to even
"publicly" set his own movement in
motion.
Like...I think you are in for a sweet
the
little shock, Mr. Turneryou,
Bracketts, the poor losers of last year’s
elections and those on A.S. Council who
organized the recall.
Jeff Mullins

SDS Petition
Editor:
The Spartan Daily carried an editorial
on Tuesday, Dec. 8 criticizing SDS for the
present petition and campaign to ’Get
Rid of Racist Gilbaugh." The editorial
states that SDS is allying with State
College Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke because he too attacks professors for their
political views.
The editorial talks only about attacks.
It fails to show the differences in the
reasons for the attacks,
Dumke, as a representative for big
business trustees (who make millions
off the super -exploitation of minority

workers) may feel i:iat some liberal professors aren’t racist or pro-status quo
enough. Therefore, he (backed up by the
trustees, their appeal boards, the cops
and courts) attempts to eliminate them.
SDS and the Progressive Labor Party
(PLP) are saying that racists have no
right to teach. Gilbaugh, as a professor
of education, will have a concrete,
negative effect on his students, and on
the students who will learn from these
future teachers.
The editorial points out that "the

petition fails to document any incidents
of racism perpetrated by Dr. Gilbaugh
within his classroom." Although the
petition does not "document,- as such,
"any incidents of racism" pushed by Gilbough ir the classroom, a number of his

own students have stated that racism, in
a subtle form, and often in a blatant one,
is a common theme in his lectures.
Coupling this with the fact that an
individual cannot change from a reactionary and racist activist, to an objective, non-political and non-racist instructor when he enters the classroom,
removes the necessity for an actual
record of Gilbaugh’s racist teachings
(which would be, for obvious reasons,
very difficult to obtain in a conclusive,
documented form.)
The editorial also says that "the
keystone of academic freedom is the
necessity of keeping politics out of the
classroom."
When business majors are taught in
labor relations classes the most efficient
ways to keep workers downthat’s
politics.
When we’re taught that history is a
series of accomplishments of "great
men," from Washington to Kennedy,
instead of a series of struggles ’by the
masses of people against their
oppressorsthat’s politics.
When we’re taught in philosophy that
things change slowly, or not at allthat
too, is politics.
"Academic freedom" exists only as
long as the ideas taught, and acted
upon, are endorsed by those in power.
The trustees, responsible for, and.
being the perpetuators of racism, want
racism taught in the schools. They, and
their front men like Dumke, will protect
their racist professors as much as they
can.
They will do this under the disguise of
the "right" for anyone to voice their
opinions, while at the same time attacking those that act against their system’s
racist and unjust policies.
When the Daily editors join in the
attack on SDS, and do so under the cover
of protecting the "right of academic
freedom- for racists to teach, they are
not only supporting racism, but are
purposely confusing the real issues at
hand.
Kathy Word, SDS
Ron Medak, PIP

Velocipedes?
Editor:
Are velocipedes aesthetically displeasing? Yes, because they are the
accursed wheel! Wheels are doing us in,
well -planned symmetry of the human
foot? It not only gets one to class, but
does wonders for the peripheral circulation and makes one the envy of the
Serutan crowd. I say "off the bikes,"
ond keep the campus a haven so that we
can get some surcease from the stinking wheel.
Mel Dewey
Library

of Aug. 3,
Academic Vice President Hobert Burns
concurred with the opinion of the Grievance Hearing Board that the original
recommendation of the Library Tenure
Committee hod been made -without
examination of all the available
evidence."
That a committee as powerful as the
Tenure Committee could deny a man
tenure without trying to get all of the
facts is. deplorable. And shouldn’t Dr.
Burns have insisted upon a full evaluation of the facts before he made his
decision?
Unfortunately, it seems as though the
professional odds between Library
Director Stuart Baillie and Duman on
library practices have influenced the
tenure decisions of Dr. Burns and the
Tenure Committee. And now, Dr. Boillie
has resigned as library director to return
to teaching next fall.
A statewide review panel recently
recommended tenure for Duman stating
that the decision of the Tenure Committee was made "almost wholly for
reasons having nothing to do with the
competence of the candidate."
Specific criticisms of Duman have to
do mainly with his behavior during "a
time of great stress." Describing the
situation in the library, Dr. Burns said
that library morale for a long time had
been characterized by "anger, fear,
frustration, distrust and alienation."
However, does this give Dr. Burns and
members of the Tenure Committee the
right to characterize Duman’s behavior
as "improper, unethical and unprofessional?" An unfortunate fact is that
these -labels" were made part of a set
of secret ballots, not accessible to
Duman.
What did Duman do that was so

"unethical?" Dr. Burns offered four
reasons for rejecting tenure to Duman.
Three of these reasons arose from
single causethe petition.
Almost two years ago. Duman petitioned for an investigation of the library
director’s practices and procedures.
Should a man be denied tenure because
he causes a little friction? Should Duman
be ousted because of a fear that he may
continue to question library policies?
I don’t know all the facts in the Duman

case and, ethically, I cannot advocate his
tenure. Hopefully, however, the Library
Tenure Committee will do a little soulsearching and the next time around,
insist upon a full evaluation of the

candidate.
Dr. Burns said that he could not
comment on the Duman case before the
chancellor makes the final decision.
Perhaps, soon, he will be able to explain
why he permitted the decision to
withhold tenure when he was aware
that the decision might have been
motivated by "rancor and vindictiveness."
The Grievance Hearing Board
conceded that Duman is a competent
librarian. The statewide review panel
concurred with that opinion. Let’s forget
about biased isolated incidents and give
the man a full and fair hearing.
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Prelude to A March

Firebomber Convicted

Hearings Continue;

SDS Picket Hearing

Compiled From Associated Press
SANTA BARBARA -A Superior Court jury Wednesday
convicted Richard E. Fisk, 21, on a felony charge of
possessing a firebomb during the Isla Vista riot and bank
burning last Feb. 27.
The jury was unable to reach a verdict in the cases of three
co-defendants. All had been charged with possessing a
firebomb, conspiracy and assault with a deadly weapon on a
police officer.
The jurors could only agree on the one firebomb possession
charge against Fisk, who was absent when the verdict was
read.
Judge John A. Westwick issued a bench warrant for Fisk’s
arrest after the defendant failed to appear.
Fisk had been free on bail after he was convicted of misdemeanor riot charges in the original arson trial stemming
from an attempted burning of the Isla Vista Bank of America
building. The building later was burned to a shell, but those
arsonists were never caught.
Officers said they found the firebomb in an apartment.
Deputy Dist. Atty. William Poulis, prosecutor in the latest
case, said he would question the jurors before deciding
whether to re-file charges against Fisk and co-defendants
Emily DeFalla, Jeffrey Schoppert and Donald Gesslinge.
Authorities said the latest trial, which began last month.
stemmed from an assault on Ventura County Sheriff’s
deputies who were attempting to quell riots that followed the
bank burning.
The jury in the original arson trial, which lasted 312
months, failed to reach a verdict in the case of felony charges
against 11 defendants, but convicted four on misdemeanor
riot charges.

PROTEST-The Iranian Students Association has set
up a table on the College Union patio to distribute
information on the recent political troubles and
pending executions in Iran. Iranians from SJS plan to
leave this morning on a 50-mile protest march from the
SJS campus to the Iranian Consulate in San Francisco.
-Daily photo by Bruce Rozenhart

Terry Speizer’s Decision:
10-16 Equals Two-Thirds

Demonstrators Sentenced
BERKELEY -Anita Roger Coffield was sentenced
Wednesday to one year in jail and her husband, Victor
Coffield, 29, to six months on conviction of resisting arrest in
anti-ROTC demonstrations last April at the University of
California.
In pronouncing sentence, Municipal Court Judge George
Brunn took into account that Mrs. Coffield had been arrested
on two consecutive days. She also got a concurrent 90-day
sentence on a plea of guilty to disturbing the peace.
Coffield was sentenced last month to 30 days in jail for disrupting a university disciplinary hearing that followed the
anti-ROTC demonstrations.
Both were students at the time and active in the Students
for a Democratic Society.
Nine demonstrators who pleaded guilty to lesser charges
were sentenced Monday to 15- to 45-day jail terms.

A.S. Council Vice Chairman Terry
Speizer’s decision that a 10-16 vote constitutes a two-thirds majority and a constitutional interpretation of the two-thirds vote
necessary in a recall election top the agenda
for the A.S. Judiciary meeting today at 3
p.m. in the Costanoan Room of the College
Union.
Chief Justice Bob Dollar says that since
the cases have been referred from Council
he feels those two should be given top
priority.
Originally the question of a student

House Lists 57 ’Radicals’

Copy Editor Robert Dudnick of the San Jose News
will explore the Newspaper
Guild, a labor union for reporters and editors, this
Thursday as guest of Sigma
Delta
Chi,
national
journalism society.
Dudnick will give a short
presentation on the history of
the Newspaper Guild at 7:30
p.m. in JC 208 according to
Jim Broady, president of the
local chapter. All journalism

INSPIRATION
DIAL
14081

294-5211
and just listen

The Israeli Students
invite you to their

By LYNN PARENT
Daily Staff Writer
"Last spring a legislator
said that higher education is
the least popular group in
California," according to Dr.

SAT., DEC. 12th 8:30 PM

6:10-Spartan Spectrum News of SJS & other colleges

at the Womans Gym
S

o. and

students are invited to attend.
Following his presentation,
Dudnick
has
scheduled time for a lengthy
question and answer session,
Broady said.
Dudnick is cc nhairman of
the grievance committee of
the San Jose Newspaper
Guild and is a local delegate
to the Central Labor Council.
Previously,
Dudnick
worked on the copy desk of
the Los Angeles Times and
has held newspaper positions
in Arizona and New York. He
has been with the News for
eight years.
KSJS LOG
90.7 FM
6:00-Spartan Newsline World, state, local news
Focus
6:05-Spartan
Report on Seinana Chicana
by Vicki Hernandez

HANUKKAH PARTY

SP99S0,,0 by I

Teachers Seek Support

S.J. News Editor
Speaks To SDX

INSTANT

holding more than one office in AS. government was scheduled to be heard today.
Speizer caused a minor uproar in Council
last week when he ruled that since he was
vice chairman his vote shouldn’t be counted
in the total tabulation but it should count
toward the necessary two-thirds majority.
Using Speizer’s formula 10 out of 16 equals
two-thirds as long as the 16th vote is made
by the vice chairman.
The second case questions the constitutionality of requiring a two-thirds vote in a
recall election.

Higher Education

WASHINGTON-A House Committee issued Wednesday a
revised list of 57 campus "radical orators" and said
"practical and reasonable persons know" some of their
rhetoric has inflamed campus violence.
The House Internal Security Committee report said 307
assaults on ROTC buildings including firebombings and
vandalism caused $1.5 million damage over the past two
years while Students for a Democratic Society speakers were
carrying anti-ROTC messages from campus to campus.

FOR -

By CLIFF MAT01
Daily Political Writer
Members of San Jose
Students for a Democratic
Society and Progressive
Labor Party, with friends of
the defendant Eric Peden,
Picketed briefly yesterday at
the Fremont Municipal
Court building while riotgeared Sheriff’s Department
watched from a distance, but
no trouble ensued.
Peden, 27, of 319 Checkers
Drive, is charged with
assault with a deadly
weapon stemming from an
incident occurring on Nov. 5
in front of United Auto
Workers Local 1364 next to
the General Motors plant in
Fremont.
SOS and PIP were distributing food to union
members, Peden said, when
men front the union hall
came out to disperse the
crowd. Ir. an altercation
Erlin
followed,
which
Macedo of Oakland was
struck with a picket stick by

6:15 -The Goon
Show,
comedy with noted comedians
6:45-Debbi Ilillyard Shim

I CSC

Invight Shafer, secondary
education department chairman.
Dr. Shafer was elected
president of the California
College and University
Faculty
Association
CCUFA i of the California
Teachers Association last
July.
CCUFA is primarily working with the legislature, said
Dr. Shafer in an interview
this week. "The legislators
are the ones who must ultimately conclude that higher
education
must
be
supported."
Dr. Shafer feels that
during the last couple of
years the legislators haven’t
felt that higher education
should be supported. "This
may be a reflection of the
views of their constituents,"
he declared.
NEGOTIATION
"CCUFA is trying to get a
stronger legal basis for
collective negotiation," Dr.
Shafer stated. He says they
CCUFA have successfully
introduced legislation designed to strengthen the
position of faculty in relation
to collective bargaining.
Dr. Shafer claims that
faculty organizations are
stronger back East, but are
rapidly gaining strength in
the West. At the moment
striking is illegal in California.
"We are trying to find
some way to sit down with
the Board of Trustees and
negotiate," said Dr. Shafer.
MEET LEGISLATORS
Another thing CCUFA is

attempting to do, according
to Dr. Shafer, is to have
faculty make a point of
meeting with their legislators all the time "not just
when we need help."
"We could serve as
sounding boards for the
legislators," declared Dr.
Shafer.
TENURE
Dr. Shafer compared
tenure to freedom of the
press and freedom of speed..
-What will happen when you
lase tenure is that then
you’re at the mercy of the
superiors. The first to go will
be those with long hair or
short skirts. Next the
innovators will be gotten :id
of. We will be left with the
conformists," he declared.
-Loss of tenure may mean
that they will get rid of
teachers who have built up
seniority and higher w iges
and get a couple of teachers
with little experience for
lower wages," said Dr.
Shafer.
"I am of the opinion that
the incompetents can be
removed without dropping
the tenure system," he
declared. "In the state
college system it is difficult
but possible."
Dr. Shafer stated that he
believed more of an emphasis should be put on
hiring, and that there should
be "a tightening up and more
careful evaluation of teaching, tenure and promotion."
"The legislature is saying
clean it up yourselves," said
Dr. Shafer.

Peden. However, Peden
demes that it was an attack
and said he was only defending himself from Macedo’s
advances.
Peden said it was an -unprovoked attack" and that
he believed," the union was
attacking PIP, because it
was actually reaching the
workers. The leadership
didn’t like the idea of us
getting such a warm
response from the workers."
Although PIP had promised to snake Peden’s trial
a political confrontation, the

Recruiting Topic
Of Forum Today
The San Jose Liberation
Front, in co-sponsoring with
several other groups, will
present an open forum today
at 11 a.m. in the Loma Prieta
Room of the College Union to
discuss on-campus recruiting by industry and the military.
Although College President John H. Bunzel had
been at a conference in New
York, Danny O’Neal, a
member of the Front, is
confident that either Dr.
Bunzel or a representative
will be present to give the
administration’s side. A
spokesman for the president
said Dr. Bunzel will consider
the question this morning.
O’Neal said Barry Greenberg would speak briefly on
incorporated capitalism grid

For Students & Faculty
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VelvetsVelveteensCrushed Velvets

SKI NNERS
SatinCrepe

RadianceLutesong

Holiday Sheers, Semi -sheers
& Panne Velvets

Courteous Service and Quality
Cost No More!
Remnants Always

50% OFF
Plus Our Additional
75% Discount
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(BETWEEN VALLEY FAIR
AND EMPORIUM
WE HONOR ALL SCHOOL DISCOUNT SLIPS.

OPEN SUNDAYS
12:30 to 5 P.M.
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IIIF 51101, WI DM SUAY, SA1 URDAY
OPLN SUNDAY
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1. New cars starting from $1,795.00.
2. Over 100 quality, guaranteed dommastic and foreign used cars.
3. Complete lease program. (New cars
under $50.00 monthly)
4. Complete rental service $6.00 daily,
6c a mile, "Free Gas"
5. Complete body and fender -foreign
and domestic -free estimates. Loaners available.
6. Complete transmission service -standard and automatic -overhauled for
as little as $99.50.
7. Expert tune up service -domestic and
foreign for as little as $5.95 labor.
8. Lowest rates on all neneral mechanical repair, all makes and models.
9. Complete storage facilities inside or
out for autos, trailers, motor cycles
campers and boats -as low as S10.00
monthly
10. Bank financiny on all purchase,,
of the above for as low as 6%.

MOTOR IMPORTS
IlkSTAR
286 6500
375 So Market St

P.ITif Irat,
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That’s Where It’s At!
457
E. San Carlos St.
{Corner of 10th.)
297-7080

1 AnbreS Pipe &Um)
CUSTOM MADE IN OUR SHOP
PIPES FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Unique, one -of -a-kind
pipes at wholesale prices.
Private blend tobacco.

59c to $65.00

173 so. lst.

Go home
for the holidays.
Free.

"The Professional Student," "Academic Communication Problem,"
"Student and Youth as
Scapegoats of Politicians,"
and "Student-Faculty Relations" will be the topics disFor information about traveling
cussed at the conflict resolufree to New York City, Chicago,
tion forum today at 1 p.m. in
Washington, D.C., and most major cities
the DiaLlo Room of the
in Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Ohio,
College Union.
Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey,
These topics were taken
Massachusetts and Connecticut call
from the winning papers of
Hertz collect at 212-752-6552.
the contest "What do you
think is the most significant
problem on campus or in the
community, and what are
some of the solutions."
The winning students will
be discussing these problems liniiiiMUMUMMUMMOMMEMEMIL
with Dr. John H. Bunzel, SJS
Christmas Charter Flights
Dr.
college president;
111
Hobert Burns, academic
vice president; Bill Langan,
Rourm TRIP In
LV. DEC. 18- RETURN JAN 3
and
SJS AS. president;
LV DEC 19 - RETURN JAN 3
Roy Gross, San Jose city
councilman.
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s139.

NEW YORK
LONDON
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$246.
139.
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LV. DEC. 19- RETURN JAN, 3

ONE WAY

LV. DEC. 20

Eat, Drink, and
be Merry
Delicious Food
Excellent Wine.
Free Entertainment
Thurs. - Sun.
WINE CELLAR
60 UNIVERSITY AVE
OLD TOWN

Thaw fight, are open to sludynts, ’acuity, oak’
employer( and then immethate
SPRING & SUMMER FLIGHT SCHEDULES TO EUROPE
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
FOR SCHEDULES. CALI OR WRITE

Phone (415) 392-8513
MAIL TODAY FOR FREI FLIGHT INFORM/010N

II CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 Market St., San Francisco, Calls. 94103
1.1
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CHRISTMAS GIFT

SALE

44*

10% DISCOUNT

Cal
Book Co.

Ted James, of the Front,
would explain the groups’
views on why recruiting
should not be allowed on
campus. He added that
representatives of other
groups may also speak.

’Conflict Forum’
Seeks Solution

411111111W

HOLIDAY & PARTY
FABRICS

way to get anywhere is to
fight and expose the
system," Peden added.
Peden said the group of 30
friends and sympathizers,
who had picketed in front of
the court building had been
told by police that they could
enter the courtroom as
observers, but could not
bring in any signs or make
any noise.
The prosecution presented
Macedo as its first witness
and contended that it was
Peden who had wanted to
fight and Macedo who had
acted in self defense.

leaders were still unsure as
of the noon lunch break
whether the group would do
anything at the preliminary
hearing or wait until the
actual trial.
Lance Jobson, San Jose
SOS coordinator, said a
political trial is one in which
the defendant and people in
the gallery attack the court
system as well as the pc ver
behind the plaintiff.
"We feel appealing in the
court system, as it is now,
won’t get anywhere. It’s a
bunch of baloney! The only

SPORTCOATS
OUR COMPLETE STOCK
$59.50 Tweeds
in new models $29"
$69.50 Coats
Christmas Sale
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$12.95 Crew
Necks. 50% OFF $ 647

$18.95 Sweater
Shirts, 50% OFF

$15.95 V -Necks
Christmas Sale
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Sweaters. 50% OFF $1147
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SA NTANA/ABRAXAS

3

including:
Black Magic Woman/Gypsy Queen
Hope You’re Feeling Better
Incident At Neshabur
Mothers Daughter
El Nieoya

including.
’
For I he Peoplelln The Country/The Road
DoWe Go From Here’
Better
End
Soon/Where
It

Firesign Theatre

I tarrying maiden
gC,AtJDA.7

I)un’t Crush That Dwarf.
Hand Me The Pliers

INCLUDING:
DOES ANYBODY REALLY KNOW
WHAT TIME IT IS?
OUESTIONS 67AND 68 /BEGINNINGS
LISTFN / LIBERATION (SOMEDAY

Eit

Donown

including:
Tavi /Clara Clairvoyant
Changes/Season Of Farewell
C’,1 t i P.
i:

The Byrds

Simon

tit

and
4
fr
Garfunkel
Bridge
Over itedrill%
N pri
:
1160,
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Bye Love

Gictorner
Sat,sfled
Bridge 0.or

including
Child’s Song/Wild Child/Old Mans Song
Drop Down Mama/Colors Of The Sun

AL KOOPER

Easy Does It

vicluding
is Landlord"/Buckskin Boy
.t Wy
n :Easy Doe-,

BOB DYLAN

JOHNNY WINTER AND

NEW MORNING

I WANT TO TAKE YOU HIGHER
THANK YOU Faletlinme Be Mice Ell Agin
DANCE TO THE MUSIC/STAND’iEVERYDAY PEOPLE
and more

INCLUDING
SIGN ON THE WINDOW
IF NOT FOR YOU THREE ANGELS
ENT TO SEE THE GYPSY IF DOGS RUN FREE

including:
One Man Woman/Captain Bobby Stout
Early Bird Cafe/Thursday Thing/Ramblin’

,ncluding
Wigwam/ Days Of 49/ Lane SocI4
Copper Kettle/ Early Mornin’ Rain

AGAIN MAMA!

including:
Laughter Turns To Blue/Silk On Steel
Honeysuckle ’Elevator ’Homesick Kid

JAWS 30P1IN

SPECIAL
BONUS
FULL
COLOR
POSTER
INCLUDE

BOOKENDS
SIMON & GARFUNKEL
including
Bookends Theme /0yers
Fakin’ It /Old Friends
A Hazy Shade of
Winter
Mrs. Robinson

The New York
Rock Ensemble
Roll Over

Compton & Batteau
In California

ventie grin
INCLUDING.
TRY/MAYBE/ONE GOOD MAN
TO LOVE SOMEBODY! WORK ME, LORD

THE JF-RRY HAHN
BROTHERHOOD

BOB DYLAN
SELF PORTRAIT

IA A

I GOT DEM OL’

including:
Take A Giant Step
G ice You r Woman What She Wants
You’re Gonna Need Somebody On Your Bond
KeepYour Hands Off Her /Six Days On The Road

SLY & THE FAMILY STONE
GREATEST HITS

including:
Running Down The Highway Traditional Order
Gravedigger/Fields Of Joy/ Don’t Wait Too Long

MILES DAVIS
AT FILLMORE

DIRECTIONS IN MUSIC BY MILES DAVIS

MILES DAVIS
BITCHES BREW
INCLUDING
PHARAOH’S DANCE
SPANISH KEY
JOHN McLAUGHLIN
MILES RUNS THE
VOODOO DOWN
SANCTUARY

INCLUDING:
WEDNESDAY MILES/THURSDAY MILES
FRIDAY MILES/SATURDAY MILES

et"

40’

61),SWEAT4

REDBONE/POTLATCH

including:
Light As A Feather / Elegy For Maggie Alcatraz
ad News Ain’t No News At All /Chant:13’Hour
-

.,,0
including:
No You’ve Made Me So Very Happy
Spinning Wheel ’More and More
God BlessThe Child

VaJ

AA 6 ellthliC
Ready
including:
Are You Ready ?/ When A Ntan Loves A Woman
Love, Love, Love, Love, Love/Staggolee
Mother, Why DOW Cry?

t.:.04;t

INCLUDING:
EVIL WAYS/JINGO
YOU JUST DON’T CARE
PERSUASION/WAITING

THE CHAMBERS BROTHERS
LOVE, PEACE AND HAPPINESS
Plus
LIVE AT BILL GRAHAM’S FILLMORE EAST
A 2 -Record Set At Special Low Price
including.
Wake Up / Let’s Do It / Bang Bang
Wade InTheWater/ I Can’t TurnYou Loose

filiCk111101110
including:
B g Bird/Lighthouse/Green Slice
Hornschmeyw’s Island/Crobioot

II
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441/PAC
INCLUDING:
YOU BETTER THINK TWICE
KEEP ON BELIETIN’
HONEY TONK DOWNSTAIRS
ANYWAY BYE BYE/DONT LET IT PASS BY

Don Ellis

At Fillmore
including:
Hey Jude/Pussy Wiggle Stomp
The Magic Bus At. My Doughnut
Rock Odyssey /The Blues

GRUM

Mg

INCLUDING
SUNSHINE SUPERMAN
WEAR YOUR LOVE LIKE HEAVEN
MELLOW YELLOW/ HURDY CURDY MAN

Fe cILU4Ris.
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INCLUDING:
THE TRAIN KEPT AROLLIN.
LITTLE GAMES/I AIN’T GOT YOU
DRINKING MUDDY WATER
JEFF’S BOOGIE

Mashmakhan

INCLUDING
AS THE YEARS GO BY’ LETTER FROM ZAMBIA
DAYS WHEN WE ARE FREE GLADWIN: IF I TRIED

,
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Motto: ’See Me, Feel Me, Touch Me’

’Fantasy Faire’Spotlights Musi c, Friendship, Sales

"PEOPLE’S MUSIC" - Providing background music for sellers and buyers in the
second level lounge area is Mike Harmon, a
senior music student. Harmon said he
played a variation of classical and folk
music. Other items for sale in the lounge are
"Feelies" created out of walnut by Dana
Milner. He is also chairman of SC1P film
series running concurrently with the Faire.

Also on sale are adult puzzles and games
designed by Cyndy Schieber, psychology
major and made by her family in their
garage. Dave Klemp, a former student who
is considering national distribution, is offering acrylic rings to buyers. For $110 915, one
can purchase hand blown glass goblets,
plates, vases and jars from Jack Mettler, a
graduate student in art.

By JEANNE STRANG
and JUDY MATUSICH
Daily Staff Writers
There’s a lot more to
"Fantasy Faire" than farout things for sale. There are
fascinating people, music
and togetherness,
Since Monday, the second
level and the third level
lounges of the College Union
have been a "People
Bazaar" as well as a market
place for selling hand-made
goods.
The fake, which is sponsored by Student Community
Program
Involvement
( SCIP ), will run through
Dec. 18, and provides an excellent opportunity to get
some of that Christmas
shopping done,
"See me, feel me, touch
me" seems to be the motto
pervading the free atmosphere of the Faire. One can
amble by the booths, inspect
the products, ask questions
and be answered by the
smiling creator.
What’s for sale?
Take a "fantasy" trip with
the magic bottles that come
across like a psychedelic trip

in a multicolored, flowing
ocean. Make your bud come
alive with crazy printed tee
shirts and underwear. Light
up your life with wild candles
that come in all sizes, shapes
and colors. Go the hip route
with unique leather belts,
capes, chokers and purses.
Please your mom for Christ.
mas with hand blown glass
and hand crafted ceramics.
And if you’re not in the
mood for buying ( or your
pocket book just can’t take
it groove with the wander.
ing minstrels and their
"people’s" music.
If that’s not your bag, join
students and non-students in
rap sessions.
"It’s even better than we
expected. Everyone I’ve
talked to really digs the at.
=sphere. All the tables are
full, and I have a waiting list
of 13 or 14 sellers. It’s really
friendly; everyone’s willing
to share a table," said "Fan tasy Faire" chairman Pam
Ford,
A seller of tee shirts,
Tanya Petelin, SJS Russian
major said, "I hope one thing
that comes out of this is that
it will happen again."

10
HARI KRISHNA - Members of the ancient
Indian Krishna cult sing out the beat on the
second floor while shoppers look over such
things as leather capes designed and
created by Frank Spasaro, a junior philosophy major. What a hobby! Individual
pieces of leather are sewn together for the
final design. Spasaro’s co-partner, Bob
Lapado, makes complicated designs that
glow under a black light from ordinary

white thread on colored plywood. MASH,
peace symbols and Mickey Mouse can be
found on tee shirts and shorts created by
Tanya Petelin, junior Russian major.
Beautiful hand blown glass made by David
Hopper and Douglas Boyd, SJS graduates
with M.A.’s in glass blowing can also be
found on this floor. Wrapped flower candles,
food and decorated novelty boxes are also
for sale.

New College

Liberal Education Offered

LEAVING THE COUNTRY - "Our purpose
In selling the candles is just to make enough
money to leave the country," explained
Mary Ann Baer of the candle booth she and
Dan Reyes are running at "Fantasy Faire."
It’s a two-people business - Reyes makes the
candles and Miss Baer sells them. They’ve
been in business for seven months and now
have’ enough money to travel. "We have the

money now, and we’re leaving in two weeks
for Europe, just to travel and see the
world," said Miss Baer. The candles that
Reyes and Miss Baer sell are unique. Each
has a different scent and burn leaving a
refillable hole in the center so that the
candle can be used over and over merely by
filling the hole with new wax.
-Daily photos by Jeanne Strang

Winter Queen Finalists
The queen will receive an
all -expense-paid trip to the
Winter Carnival at Squaw
Valley. Princesses will be
awarded free lift tickets.
Tickets for the Winter Carnival go on sale Monday,
Dec. 14 in the Student Affairs
Business Office at $2 each.
The Carnival is Jan. 24
through 29.
The discount ticket is included in the $65 or $45 packages and need not be purchased separately. The $2
discount ticket is good for all
Winter Carnival discounts
and admittance to all

The 10 semi-finalists for
the Winter Carnival Queen
will be introduced to the student body during halftime of
the SJS-Wyoming basketball
game Friday night. Game
time is 8 at the San Jose
Civic Auditorium.
Semi-finalists, Marsha
Bolyanatz, Cheryle Brown,
Linda Catania, Elaine
Fahey, Ginny Garland, Gail
Kapanut, Jackolyn Silva,
Janine Stanhope, Rhonda
Walters and Debbie Whittmore, will be modeling ski
fashions. They will be judged
and the five finalists chosen.

activities.
As previously reported the
$70 and $50 packages are for
those who want two persons
to a room rather than three,
but each person must pay the
full amount plus $5 extra to
pay for the empty bed.
The $65 rate is for skiers
while the $45 package is for
non-skiers.
Fashions for Friday
night’s show have been donated by Mel Cotton’s Skiing
Equipment, Reed’s Sport
Shop, Helm of Sun Valley,
Sport’s Shack and Bob’s Ski
and Sport.

By JOHN MILLER
Daily Staff Writer
"New College is a f ouryear undergraduate program in liberal education,
offering a degree in liberal
arts," according to Acting
Provost Jack Pierce.
The program itself has
four divisions of general
studies. The first two years
of New College are designed
to provide the type of education and experiences that
are necessary for a liberal
education. The curriculum
for these two years is centered around four areas.
The "Nature of Man" is
studied in the first semester.
This study is done through
the humanities and arts, social sciences, the natural
sciences and technology.
Time is also devoted during
the first semester to the area
of epistemologyor the
question "How do we know
when something is true?"
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY
As second semester freshmen, students study the environmenthow it affects
man and how man affects it.
During the freshman year,
a student generally attends
three lectures or presentations per weekone in
each of the disciplines, and
participates in nine hours of
seminars per week.
The only class that a freshman student takes in the
"regular" college is physical
education. This too is a
special course taught for one
year.
In the third semester the

ofleges Plan Ecology Curriculum
SJS may someday offer courses in the areas of ecology and
environmental sciences if representatives from state
colleges agree on new curriculum advances in environinental areas, according to the chancellor’s office.
Representatives from the 19 state college campuses will
consider the new curriculum implications at an invitational
Workshop on Curriculum Development and Related
Environmental Sciences, today and tomorrow in Newport
Beach.
"The proper relationship of human life and learning to the
complex environment in which we exist has become a major
concern of our civilization," Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke said
in a statement released by his office.
"The California state colleges must, as realistically as
possible, sort out the curricular implications in order to
identify ongoing academic and professional needs in terms of
txith general education and degree majors," he said.
Dr. Gerhard Friedrich, state colleges’ dean of academic
planning, said discussions at the workshop will be directed
toward establishing related patterns of curriculum develop:tient on the campuses.
If

VHII (Zr,’

-Many of the state colleges are already actively involved
in this rapidly emerging area of learning, and several of
them have become leaders in this field," Dr. Friedrich
stated.
SJS has been active in environmental education with last
year’s Survival Faire and most recently, classes concerning
ecology and other contemporary problems. The classes are
under the Humanities program and can be taken for one unit
of credit at a student’s option.
In addition to faculty and academic planners from the state
colleges, the workshop will include speakers from industry
and from state and federal agencies knowledgeable in fields
of pollution control and conservation.
Topics to be considered include education and training of
ecologists and environmental scientists, general education in
ecology and environmental sciences and employment possibilities in environmental areas.
Much of the workshop activity will take place in panel and
small group discussions. The outcomes of these workshops
will be presented at a concluding session on Friday
afternoon.

continued study in numerous
fields. Many schools are now
offering advanced degrees in
interdisciplinary studies,
and it may be possible that
such schools will want
graduates with the type of
education provided in New
College,
COMMUNITY WORK
The major uppr division
requirements in New College
include some type of work in

A Minorities in Planning
program will be conducted
by Santa Clara County. The
program is aimed at preparing 10 minority persons to
become professionals in urban planning and closely related fields.
The program, coordinated
by SJS and the University of
California at Santa Cruz, is
funded by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
The program is open to
those who will be graduate
students at either SJS or
UCSC by January, 1971.
Additionally, they must declare urban planning, community planning or a similar
field as a professional objective, and they must show
financial need.
Students selected for the
program will be employed
by a planning department or
agency and will be paid
$4,000 a year.
Interested students may
contact Robert Cervantes,
program coordinator, or
Robert Sturdivant, senior
planner at the Santa Clara
County Planning Department,
299-2521
before
Tuesday.
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Chock the Wildcat Ski Shop for 50%

MUCK MATES-SJS coeds Elizabeth
Frey with shovel) and Marilyn Miller
dig into the grime during last weekend’s
Coyote Creek clean-up. Student and com-
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savings on all after Ski boots.

used to list the objectives of
study, material to be submitted for evaluation and
other data.
The student designs his
own education using individual studies, seminars
and courses in regular
college. The major requirement is that the program be
educationally valid, as is determined by the student and
advisor.

Santa Clara
County Seeks
Minority Grads
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SNOW
JOB,

the community with an
indication of depth of study
in some area) and a presentation of a thesis or
creative project.
Credit is earned by registering in one of several
special studies classes and
receiving equivalent number
of units for which the student
is registered. Contracts,
which are signed by the prolesser and the student, are
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looking RH ,1
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area of study is in social and
political environment and
the fourth semester sums up
the preceding year-and-ahalf.
GENERAL EDUCATION
Completion of the first two
years of new college satisfies
general
education
all
requirements at SJS. At the
end of these two years, the
student is ready to continue
with upper division work in
New College, or transfer to
another major program at
SJS or another school.
New
College
upper
division courses offer students liberal education by
letting him design his own
program of study. The program itself does not prepare
a student for a specific field
but it does prepare him for
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CONTACT: Lois Dickinson
Student Union Table
287-8240
_

munity workers teamed to clear 24 dump
truck loads of garbage out of the polluted
creek bed. Similar clean-ups are planned
during the coming months.
-Daily photo by Stephanie Hill
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Spartan Gymnasts
Debut in Invitationa
SJS gymnasts will make
their home debut this weekend when the Spartans host
the ninth annual San Jose
Invitational tomorrow night
at 7 in the Spartan gym.

Eleven schools will compete in the meet, one of the
top early season events in
California. Teams from UC
Berkeley, Cal State Hayward, Cal State Fullerton,
Nevada Reno) San Francisco State, Sacramento
State, Chico State, UC Davis,
Diablo Valley College and
Sacramento City College will

Turpin took second In long
horse vaulting and free exercise at Sacramento Invitational last weekend.
Sweeney took first on the
parallel bars and grabbed
third on the high bar, good
for third place in all-around
competition.
The trio also participated
in the I.os Angeles Ho’iday
Classic last Saturday with
Turpin winning free exercise, and placing third in
vaulting and fourth on the
rings. Sweeney was second
in vaulting and parallel bars.
Cooper was hampered by injuries and did not place.
The invitational will help
some of the young SJS performers get more experience. Kim Kludt is expected to do well in free
exercise. Ed Sparacino will
provide support on the rings.
Eric Havstad is a potential
placer on the side horse.
Spartan assistant coach
Doug Hills will compete in
free exercise and the side

compete.

horse.

No team scores will be
kept but awards will be given
to top individuals and allaround performers.
Coach Clair Jennett’s
squad will be led by its
strong trio of Joe Sweeney,
Jim Turpin and Mike
Cooper. "These three gymnasts are outstanding and
will be the backbone of the
squad this year," commented Jennett.

PRO IN ACTION-Professional bowler Dave
Soutar shows his form on the SJS lanes in
the College Union during a match held last
weekend. Soutar first gave helpful tips to

student bowlers and then performed in
exhibition matches. In one match, he bowled
a near perfect 299 game, leaving one pin in
his final frame.
-Daily photo by Jeanne Strang

Pro Bowler Gives Tips,
Rolls 299 Game Here
By JEANNE STRANG
Daily Staff Writer
Rolling a 299 in the second
set of a bowling exhibition
match against the SJS Intercollegiate Team Friday in
the College Union left Dave
Soutar, a top professional
bowler, without any complaints on the merits of the
virgin bowling lanes.
Soutar came up one pin
short of the perfect game
when he left a solid ten pin
standing in the 10th frame of
the first game of the second
set.
Bowling against Soutar
was another pro bowler and
senior business administration student, Joe Panko,
who ended up with a 213 and
203.
In the first two games
Fred Wore11, a graphic design student and a member
of the Professional Central
California Bowlers Association, shot 205 and 227
while Soutar took the games
with 257 and 269.
The last two games Soutar
was matched with engineering student Gary Park, who
has a 218 average. Park
threw 236 in the first game to
beat Soutar’s 204. The second
game Soutar got revenge
with 228 beating Park’s 205
game.
Soutar, who in 1961 won the
distinction of being the
youngest man ever to win the
national championship, remained unchallenged in
overall score ending up with
a 250 average for the six
game series.
But the pro admitted, he

practices 50 to 60 games a
week.
Earlier in the evening Soutar
spent two hours coaching
student bowlers.
The pro bowler said the
majority of the people do not
know how to shoot for
spares. Students usually try
to hit the pins head-on when
they should be rolling crossalley, said Soutar. Most
bowlers forget to slide, causing a loss of uplit and followthrough, he related. Nonsliding also results ins jerky
delivery which very often
means a gutterball or
"cherry -picking" the pins,
Soutar emphasized.
Soutar also said most students throw a straight ball
which is the best delivery for
a novice.
The 30 -year old righthander throws a fingertip
small hook and said he
thought for the most part a
big hook was not consistent.
Being a member of the
Brunswick Advisory Board
of Champions, Soutar quite
naturally uses a Brunswick
Black Beauty bowling ball.
like most pros, he takes five
full steps before releasing
the ball. He also uses the Don
Carter glove for more uplift.
Soutar, who now lives in
Gilroy with his wife and two
children, started bowling
when he was 17 years old.
He has won the American
Airlines Open in 1969 and the
Showboat Invitational in Las
Vegas and this year he took
money home from the Pro
Tournament in Waukegan,

Cagers Meet Wyoming, Davis
In Weekend Games at Civic
The Spartan varsity basketball team will try to rebound from a poor showing
Tuesday at Cal (a 90-55 defeat) as they play host to
Wyoming and UC Davis this
weekend at the Civic Auditorium.
The Spartan fresh, now 2-0,
play host to City College of
San Francisco tomorrow

night ( 6 p.m.) in a preliminary game to the Wyoming
battle. Saturday evening the
freshmen take on the UC
Davis frosh at 6.
Both varsity games are set
for 8 p.m. tipoffs.
A fashion show, sponsored
by the Winter Carnival committee, will be held at halftime of the Wyoming game.

HOLIDAY HOROSCOPE
FOR ALL HOMEWARD
BOUND SPARTANS

for American Students
Extension universitaire de l’Universitaire de Paris

COURSES OFFERED
Professorial Staff from l’Universit6 de Paris

M. Georges MATORE, M. Antoine ADAM, M. Maurice DU VERGER, Mme Cecile GOLDSCHEIDER, M. Jacques Van den HEUVEL

Lower Division Courses
102

201

202
212

Ii

In

Elementary French - emphasis on grammar, phonetics and
conversation.
60 hours
(prerequisite: 2 years high school French or 1 semester college French.)
Intermediate French - grammar review with emphasis on
conversation.
(prerequisite 1 year college French.)

60 hours

Intermediate French - composition and syntax study.
(prerequisite: 201 or equivalent.)

30 hours

Intermediate Phonetics - emphasis
reading and speaking.
(prerequisite: 102 or equivalent.)

on

YORK

17th Century Literature - study of Baroque and Classical
trends of 17th century.

30 hours

525

18th Century Literature - study of the whirlpool of new ideas
during the first half of the 18th century.

30 hours

535

19th Gentury Literature - study of French Idealism from
Lamartine to Hugo.

30 hours

555

French Drama - indepth study of 2 or 3 contemporary plays
including ALL aspects of its nresentation and literary merit
(decor, miss -en -scene, audience participation, etc.).

30 hours

565

French Art - study of the evolution and revolution in art from
the Middle Ages to the 17th century.

30 house

566

French Art - study of the movements and schools of art from
the 17th century to the present. (to be offered summer 1971.)

30 hoe

585

French Stylistics and Creative Writing - study of structural
and semantic elements and their application in literary expres ,ion.

30 hours

Upper Division Courses

331

French Civilization - political, social and intellectual development up to the French Revolution, with emphasis on
literature and art.
(prerequisite. 202 or equivalent.)

332

412

421

French Civilization - political, social and intellectual development from the French Revolution to the present, with
special attention given to literature and art. (to be offered
summer 1971.)
Advanced Phonetics - intensive practice in pronunciation,
reading and speaking, to achieve a true command of the
spoken language.
(prerequisite: 202 or equivalent.)
Survey of French Literature - advanced study of French
literature from the Middle Ages to the French Revolution.
!r.,rerequisite 202 or equivalent.)

30 hours

IV

30 hours

30 hours

433

Principles and Methods of
Explication d Testes" advanced study of techniques and elements of literary expression in poetry, drama, and prose.

30 hours

KEY TO COURSE NUMERATION

Courses

30 hours
30 hours

655

La Notion d’Engagement - de 1918 1 1938, de 19391 1958,
de 1958 I 1970.

30 hours

Special "Conferences " will be given, if the demand
them is sufficient. (Gallo -Roman Art, The Recent Disco,
in Archaeology, The New Wave in French Cinema. Fr
Politics since De Gaulle; France and the Common M.-,
The French Press, Education since May’ 68, France anc
Problems of Big Business, etc.). Therefore, students
asked to indicate their choice on the application form.

for
.1
,11
et.
’he

10 hours

are

CREDIT

Th..
r represents the academic year (
Freshman.
, ...111),C. etc.).
200
The
number indicates the general subjectarea treated 10-- Grammar
h. Companion, 1
Phonetics, 2
3 Literature. Civilization. and related
subjects).
The third number represents the semester level
The .500 and SOO sena courses represent graduate level.
numbers designate the course title.

Baudelaire - let origines de la poosie contemporaine.
Flaubert devant la Critique - set contemporains, la critique
traditionnelle, la nouvelle critique.

NOTE

Survey of French Literature - advanced study of French
literature from the French Revolution to the present. (to be
offered summer 1971.)

Graduate

605
615

30 hours

422

Under.,,,,luate Courses

Graduate Seminars

30 hours

The last two

REC,ULAR ATTENDANCE is a requisite for obtaining credit.

F!!

Although the purpose of this summer session is to fulfill the requirements of Ahlencan college and
university credits it also conforms to French university regulations. Each 30 hi urs course is usually
equal to 2 American credite If students successfully complete the average simmer session load
of 90 hours, they normally receive 6 American college credits However, st., ,nts are advised ti.
,legistrar’s Offict
consult with then professors. their Department Chairman, their own scho
BEFORE MAKING FINAL ARRANGEMENTS. to ascertain the EXACT number
edits their school
grants for the Sorbonne Summer Session.

SORBONNE SUMMER SESSION
for American Students
A special Summer Session is offered by the
Court de Civilisation Francais "
at the Sorbonne for those students who wish to improve their knowledge of
French language, literature, and civilization. This program is particularly designed
with American academic needs in mind, as it can meet the standard semester
requirements of most universities and colleges.

APPLICATION FORM
Please type or print all information.
Last name (Mr., Mrs., Miss) .
First name

Data of birth

Permanent address
Academic standing as of Sept 1970: Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior, Graduate
University or college last attented
University or college address

\I"

If different than the above, address of university or college to which Sorbonne
A round trip flight from New York to Paris by Air France will be scheduled to leave New
York June 28 and return from Paris August 8. Students on this program MU enjoy the
privacy of luxurious apartment plus two meals a day. All university fees, a round trip
ticket, apartment and mesh will cost only 11638.

AlGo
VO4*.

transcript should be sent

Date and type of diplomas earned (or lobe earned) as of June 30. 1970

Minor

Major

Ideal period to travel home for the
holidays, provided you first take
care of important business at hand.
You can avoid tight situations by
using TWA’s Youth Passport. ’.our
sense of humor is boundless, so
use it to cheer up others. Travel
could prove to be profitable and
satisfying. Plan ventures that
could be most pleasurable and
gain you the favors you want from
your campus representative.
Compare costs carefully!
Contact your TWA campus representative Bruce Freeman at
287-8668 or 294-2916, 385 South
8th Street, San Jose.

TWA

515

30 hours

Similar to American summer sessions, the Sorbonne Summer Session lasts six
weeks, June 29 to August 7.

WASHINGTON
f

Graduate Courses (open to last semester seniors)

pronunciation,

VP’S
141EL4

Pacific Coast Athletic. Assoc
pionship squad. Cooper will be party I.
in this week’s Invitational at SJS ir
exercise, vaulting, rings and high bai
-Daily photo by Wayne Salt :

Sorbonne Summer. Session

Thus American students can derive the double benefit of foreign travel and college
credits.

sS

SIDE HORSE - Spartan senior Mike Cooper
shows his ability on the side horse at a
recent SJS intrasquad gymnastics meet.
Cooper is one of the three SJS all-around
performers returning from last year’s

)-

Teaching experience (indicate level, subjects taught. Minnow of years) :

RESERVATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BEFORE JAN. 20, 1971.
Name and address of persons lobe contacted in ease of emergency;

.,br Pre-Enrollment and Reservations, pleas an mail special delivery the following items
to Dir. N. Ward McIntosh/ASTRA, Summer Session for American Students, Count de
Civilisation Francais, Sorbonne, 47, rue des Ecoles, Paris Se, France:
I. this application form.
2. a 65 dollar deposit (by International postal money order).
3. a transcript or transcripts of collese or university work.
4. a small recent photograph.

Courses

102 [1

201 ; ’
202 , ,
212 ,

selected (please check)

301 Lj
302 I
331
412 ’.

421 ,_J

515 0
525
535
555
565

0
0
0
0
585 0

433 Li
Choice (or choices) of special - Conferences "
Will you be taking the final examinations for credit?

805 r
815
855

cc.

EPA
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Drama Review

’Day Of Absence’
By ANN LEWIS
Daily Staff Writer
The audience was sparse,
but the message of the play
was enough to fill the auditorium with the lingering
question of "Just what, if?"
The play, "A Day of
Absence," by Douglas Turner Ward, was presented by
San Jose City College’s
Black Theatre Workshop
Tuesday night in Morris
Dailey.
Opening on a small unnamed southern utopia below the Mason-Dixon line,
the white citizens are faced
with the catastrophe that all
the "niggras" have mysteriously disappeared. Those in
the hospital are in a state of
coma and those in jail cannot
be removed because the
doors refuse to open.
Because of this mysterious
disappearance, it is revealed
that some of the town’s
prominent people have been
"passing" for white all
along.
The town is in complete
turmoil, with mothers not
knowing how to care for their
children due to unfamiliarity
with ’he children or the re-

sponsibility, husbands
having to eat their wives
cooking and general frustration among the citizens
for having to perform tasks
ordinarily assumed by the
"niggras."
Declaring the town No. 1
disaster area, the President
ordered that all stray
"colored" folks be apprehended and shipped to the
town "on loan" until return
of their own "niggras." Unfortunately, those captured
also mysteriously disappeared on entering the
outskirts of town.
With no response from the
"niggras" after a personal
plea from the mayor, the
citizens run the mayor out of
town, blaming the disastrous
event solely on him.
By nightfall, the southern
hamlet is literally a zombieland. Those citizens who still
exist are completely bewildered and nonfunctional.
Next
morning,
one
"niggra" appears, not
readily welcomed by the two
citizens present.
The returning citizen, not
seen by the audience, is
carrying a machine gun.

Fillmore Concert
accompanied by Rose and
Licorice.
The Incredible String
Band was formed in Glasgow. Scotland in 1965 by
Williamson
and
Clive
Palmer. They drew their
name from Palmer’s Incredible Folk Club where
they worked in their early
years as performers in residence. Heron later joined
Palmer and Williamson and
they released their first LP,
-The Incredible String
Band" on Elektra in 1966.
Following the release of this
album Palmer left the group.
They have since released
"The 500 Spirits or the
Layers of the Onion," "The
Hangman’s Beautiful
Daughter,"
"Wee Tam,"
"The Big Huge," "Changing
Horses," "I Looked Up,"
and most recently "U" described as a two record
"parable in song and
dance."
The String Band has toured the U.S. several times
during the past few years.
Their music is a blend of
British and American folk,
Indian ragas, rock, calypso,
blues, jazz, country-western,
classical and even nursery
rhymes.

Britain’s Incredible String
Band will appear in concert
Monday night only at Fill.
more West at 9 p.m. Admission will be $3.
The special program, "An
Evening with the Incredible
String Band," will feature
three hours of original compositions sung and played by
the band’s two members,
Robin Williamson and
Michael Heron. They will be

Spanish Group
Needs Actors
Any persons interested in
participating in the productions of The Spanish Theater
Group of SJS should contact
the director, Ricardo Monteavaro, Monday through
4 p.m.
Saturday between
and 6 p.m. in room 314 of the
Education Building.
Last semester the group
presented the
comedy
"Juego de Ninos" The
Games Children Play),
Some of the participants in
the next two plays which are
to be produced have already
been selected, but roles are
still open.

Spartaguide
DEC. 7-11
Pottery Sale, C.U. Pacifica
Room, 9:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Everyone welcome.
DEC. 7-14
VISTA, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., C.U. Representatives
will be on campus.
DAILY
Foreign Students, who
would like to spend Christmas day with an American
family can contact the Community Committee for International Students at 155 S.
11th St., 295-1412. Many
families have contacted the
committee asking for students to share Christmas
with them.
DEC. 9-12
THE BACCHAE, by Euripides, directed by Howard
Burman. Drama Theater,
8:15 p.m. Admission 1 dollar
students, two dollars general
public.
TODAY
Peace and Freedom, 10
a.m., C.U. I.oma Prieta.
Alumni Association, 11:30
a.m., C.U. Almaden.
C U P B, noon, C.U. Loma
Pr)). ta .

Oasis, 1 p.m., C.U. Diablo.
Student Activities, 1 p.m.,
C.U. Costanoan.
Tutorials, 1 p.m., C.U.
Unumhum.
SAM, 3 p.m., C.U. Montalvo.
Mags, 3:30 p.m., C.U. Pacheco.
American Institute of Industrial Engineers, 8 p.m.,
C.U. Costanoan. _
MA. EOP, 7 p.m., Guadalupe, Almaden, Diablo,
Pacheco, Loma Prieta.
Anthropological Society, 7
p.m., 18 S. 5th. "Socio-cultural geography of Europe."
Hawaiian Club, 7 p.m., ED
229. Planning for ski trip.
Chi Alpha, 7:30 p.m., 499 S.
14th.
Rho Epsilon, 7:30 p.m.
Zorba’s Restaurant. Panel
discussion with advisory
members.
Sigma Delta Chl, 7 p.m.,
JC 208, Hobert Dudnick, San
Jose News copy editor, will
discuss the Newspaper
Guild. All journalism students invited.
Women’s Liberation, 7:30
p.m., C.U. Guadalupe.
4r*************************

Check The Price!
BARN BUSTER TRIO
69 t
IA
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Christmas Program Features ’Amahl’
"Amahl and the Night
Visitors," the popular
Christmas opera, will be
presented by the Music Department at the Civic Auditorium on Dec. 10 at 8 p.m.
and Dec. 13 at 2:30 p.m.
In addition to "Amahl" the
program will include the A
Cappella Choir’s presentation of Arnold Freed’s
"Gloria" and Ottorino
Respighi’s "Laud to the Nativity."
The opera and choir concert replaces the production
of Handel’s "Messiah"
which has been given for the
last eight years.
MIRACLE
"Arnahl and the Night
Visitors," written by Gian
Carlo Manotti in 1951 for the
NBC opera company, has

Sly, P G & E
At Winterland
Winterland will present
Sly and the Family Stone,
Pacific Gas and Electric,
Dunn and McCashen and
Little Sister in concert Friday and Saturday.
The Family Stone is an
outgrowth of the Stoner, a
group that Sly put together.
Their songs "cover and interpret the controversial
issues of today." Their big
single hit was "Dance to the
Music."
Pacific Gas and Electric
who record on Columbia desas
themselves
cribe
"probably the hardest working- the hardest luck
group today." They play a
type of soulful rock and have
become known for their outstanding guitar work.
Don Dunn and Tony
McCashen comprise the
group Dunn and McCashen.
include
songs
Their
"Hitchcock Railway" and
"Lydia Purple."
Little Sister is composed of
three former gospel singers
from the Bay Area. The trio
has been together for six
years and recorded their
first hit single "You’re the
One" on the Stone Flower
label,

appeared on national television during the Christmas
season for a number of
years.
The opera, which was inspired by the painting "The
Adoration of the Magi" by
the Flemish artist Bosch, is
the story of the Three Wise
Men who stop at the hut of
the crippled Arnahl on their
journey to Bethlehem.
When the little boy asks
the Magi to take his crutches
as a gift for the Christ Child,
he is miraculously able to
walk.
Dr. Edwin Dunning, professor of music, will conduct
the opera. Ruth Chin heads
the cast with her portrayal of
the boy Amahl. His mother is
played by Fern Denison.
The Three Kings will be
played by Michail Eager as
Kasper, Richard Haile as
Melchoir and Ronald Gerard
as Balthazar. Their page is
played by Phillip Olds,
SHEPHERDS
Dr. Charlene Archibeque
will direct members of the
Choaliers and Chamber
Singers in their role as
choruses of shepherds and
townspeople. The orchestra
is under the direction of
Robert Manning and staging

IT’S TERM
PAPER TIME!

Master Charge &
First National Honored

HUNTER’S
71 E. San Fernando
3:30-5:30 daily& 9-4 Sat.

RECORDS
DISCOUNT PRICES
.Popular
Jazz
’Rock & Roll

DISCORAMA
227 SOUTH 1ST. STREET SAN JOSE
286-5837
OPEN 7 DAYS
EVES. THUR. gi FRI.

L

4$4$.4$4404$414uluousuo***************

vw REPAIR, New, Rebu It or Used
Parts. Save Sue Labor 8. Parts I will
ivy your broken down or wrecknd VW
Herbert, 82 Goodyear, Si. 292 3768.
I
I

FOR SALE 4 650)3 Snow 8. Mud
.res Good Coed Call Dan at 797-0273.
t40 or set
GOOD BUY! 1964 Pontiac Tempe.t. 6
automatic, color blue New
.
,ast tuned, 58.000 miles. $600 Call
,t. ricy 294 8741, rot 123. eves
67 FIAT 850 SPORT SPIDER, 30 MPG
A true sports car, excellent cond.,
Must Sell, make offer 286 8762

it

1960 Lincoln Zephir Cony. In Good
’,nape 5150 00 T 252 7127
VWTUNEUP,
09.50 and parts,
Brakes, CHEAP’! 4 yrs experience
(ALL GREG 293 1890 anytime
XMAS SPECIAL: 63 VW, 8.000 on New
Rebuilt Engine New Tires. Exc. cond.
(700. Call Rene 259 5728-287 8240.
6310 FORD GALAXY. $00 XL, w67 T
hied Eng Tech. Amer Mags. Hurst 4
.p Stereo $735 or Best 657 7583
’67 VW Bug, beige, 4 new tires, radio,
i.xcel coed 5940 296 6652 Call after
100

11

eutofy

ft

a, 514
/060667

wool air 510 or w
parts whls Call Jim at

PONTIAC 196. LEMANS 2 dr Hdtp.
At, Ps. Pb Must Sell $1650 or best
otter 296 1650

rbvIts

SUZUKI ’70. 120cc less than 100 miles
Quick change gears. $500 new 14130
:59505

joyouf

voikswagon Bug 1969. excellent
,codition Sunroof 8. other extras,
MUST SELL $1600 or best offer Call
i79 1557

Y

lIME MAGAZ,Vf

"lord noting

611 Yamaha 3S000. YR 2 Street Hi
Comp Heads New Tires, Good cond.
5375 00 Call Guy 298 3601.
68 MGB.B.R.G., chrome wire wheels,
overdrive. good cond Call 265 5551
FOR Sail 01
RECORD & TAPE SALE! I have connections with a wholesaler and can
supply all the current LP records and
most tapes at 40 per cent discount. All
$5 LP’s sell for $3.06; 56 LP’s for $3.62,
etc All sales are on a special order
basis Place your order by Tues., pickup Fri of the same week. Hrs. 9 a.m.
8 p m. Mon Fri CALL for informs.
tion, 298 0700 Ron 538 S. 815- IT’S
LEGIT. Now taking orders for Christ.
rnas.
U.S. SURPLUS: Combat boots; Field
jackets; Camping supplies; Navy Pea
Coats; Bell bottom pants (Denim Wool . Whites)$, London Bobby
Capes, 5 nish Leath, Jackets. HIPPIE FASHIONS: Furs L Leather.
JACK & PAT’S 3rd HAND STORE. 375
E Heading St. S.J. Also: 7036 Thornton Ave., Newark. 10.5 Mon.. Thur. 10
6 Fri. 2. Sat.
OLD PICKLE BARRELS $10 each,
call Larry after 3 at 290.6659 or call
Lou at 795 9967.
MAGS Two IX 14 amer. rnags. tires,
tubes. lugs $75. call Gene 2S2-2627.
GERMAN SHORTHAIR POINTER
male 7 months old Has all his shots. I
must sell him before Dec. 18. Best
Offer Call Mike 298 3733
Typewriter, SCM ’2" carriage, One
year old. portable, manual, $90 or best
Offer Call 244 91’3.
Custom Made 3 pc. Diamond &
Sapphire RP...riding rings White gold.
Worn 3 who. Pcl. 5550. Sc. 5250. 377.
0966 eves
STEREO. Gerard 4 spa. turntable L
EICO Amplifier Perfect Cond. Call
after 6 pm. 793.3754 or 293.5631.
CAMERA. NIKONOS 891700 Call 293.
4076 EVES.
4 -SALE 2-Asen Magi lb’ 2" $80.
Hansen surfboard 91" 530. kCall Tom
262 1104 wanted.dirt bike 250cc 8. up
262 4548.
Portable sewing machine. 520 294
2464 call evenings
Guitar, occou. or elec. Any model.
Amps 8. access. Brand new whls
15 per cent Call Jim at 286 0667.

Furs. Ski Cabin No 18 Arrowhead CI.
S Tahoe) bdrrn S140 wk D Wilson
(916/ 541 3000
HELP N SAUDIS:
Students Parttime. Several positions
open. If you have your own car and are
free to work from 4 to 10 p.m. week
days, and weekends We have an Ideal
opportunity. Both men and women
considered. You must like to meet the
public and have a neat appearance.
Excellent pay, fringe benefits. Testing
tor these positions will commence at 3
p.m. sharp Mon. Nov. 9. See Mr.
Winter 1850 Bore! Place Suite 130500
Mateo Calif. No Phone calls.
DRIVER: FULL OR PART TIME, Ice
Cream, Soft Drink vending Routes 30
50percent Comm. 358 N Montgomery.
9 11 a.m. 2974220
03.00 Per hr., Male 8. Female Need
Money for food, rent, books. car? If
you are willing to work, we pay 300 hr.
After qualifying require care O. neat
gppear Fuller Brush Co. 225.550.
MALE STUDENT NEEDED - To
play Santa Claus in Pruneyard Shop.
ping Center Dec. 5, 12 & 16 through the
24th. 12 per hour. Call 377 4504.
FRIDAY FLICKS "True Grit" with
John Wayne Morris Daily Auditor.
iam. Friday Dec 11 SO cents

FRIDAY FLICKS "True Grit" with
John Wayne Morris Daily Auditor
urn, Friday Deec II 50 cents.

Tune-ups any car

wooditock

Sweaters & Cas,mere Coats
Our Specialty
400 E. SANTA CLARA
293-4900

Barbells S. Weights
150 ibs $20.00
or offer Call 794 2464.

’63 VW Boo Excellent running cond
11(.w starter. good tor camping. cur
?ems, double bed. $1,000 or offer
/93 8725

LOST AND 10080
FOUND: Gold band in Centennial
Hall. Inquire at CH rot 137.
LOST: One Yossarian (my dog)
He’s small rned, It brn., super friend
ly, flea collar. Please call 396-4789
FOUND: Kitten with collar & Bell
Identify 286 2749. Ask for Jana
9 mo 1
Lost Black female
yr old Ansers to Faustus Please call
275 3681

One bdrm, turn. apt, for rent 590
Female 11. or couple only Start from
Dec 5 4th St Call 2958306 after 5 00
Ii

-NE WS WE K

fontaftic

;:)11134ITuleviteIliT71,1,4117).t, Y.1

- CUE MAGAZINE

CLAsaifiecla

marve IOU/

sot

- NATIONAL OBSERVER

CI illM by

.
vo,

michael wad leigh

produced by bob rnounce
o wodle,4 mnurice ltd produchnr g
techn,color’ from 9001ner bros

50 East Santa Clara- 293-7500

PRESCRIPTIONS

for special student discount

FRANK WONG

call

student rep. 293-5910
(after 3:00 p.m.)

KLEPINGER MOTORS CO.
405 W. SANTA CLARA

1 Wird,. vacant in 3 bdrm, furn apt, on
11th St We need one of you to move in.
2 people S40, 1 580. 294.7150
ROOM IN HOUSE -OPEN DEC. 32
South 5th 294 2464.
For Rent. Large 18.2 bedrm apts,
furnished, new carpet. 65 S. Ilth., right
next to campus! Call 297.3766.
FEMALE Roommate Needed RIGHT
NOW. $67.50, pm All Utll. Paid. 230 E.
San Salvador. Call 243.3795-286.1751.
Men - Close to Campus, Clean, Quiet.
Grad or Upper Div. Single Rooms with
Kit. Prin. Call 295-117111.295-2355.
4 Rm Duplex, 10 min. from 535- S125
mo. Call Steve or Rene at 209.5720 or
287 8240.
2 Bdrm, 1,2 bath ww cpts, drapes.
A.E.K, very clean enclosed parking,
S190 598 So 9th 287-28S4, 206.1350.
ROOM
Men Singles or Double
Furnace heat, wall to wall carpet
quiet. 406 South 11th,
Need liberal female roommate now
who has or wants to look for house.
Call Bev 2870204.
Apts. for rent or lease. 2 berm. apts.
drps, a.e k. wtr. pd. Adults only.
1167 So, 6th St.
Near SJS, Studio Plus. 5985, w-utIll.
ties. Furn. Call 292.7899 after 4:30
Small 2 bdrm apt for rent. $150 mo.
628 5 10th St 793.6723.
Need Female roommate for spring
son 2 blks. from campus. 558 mo.
Pool 470 S. 11th St. No, 313. 289.8242,
FRIDAY FLICKS -True Grit" with
John Wayne. Morris Daily Auditor.
ium, Friday Dec 11. SO cents.

Private rm, in house occupied by 4
girls now. Full use of kitch. & other
facilities. 860.mo. 363 S. 11th. 25%2660.
Girl- Upper div, or grad. 1/2 blk SJS.
Own room, mod, turn. apt., 570. MO,
Begin Feb. 1. Call Ellen, 292.5189.
2 BATH $160.aver.
2 BEDROOM
age rent, pool, gym, in Mt. View Call
257 7256 or 324.1323.
MALE ROOMMATE NOW. to snare
room 550 month. Call Marb Chacon or
Neil Murray After 6 p.m. or Before
10 a.m. 244 3117.
3 Girls needed to Share House for
Spring semester. 249 So. 13th, St. 1,60.
00. 2940133.
Want Roommate who Eats NATURAL
FOODS. John Kipper, 294.2916.
Girls. Fore. apt. 2 harm. 1oblk. SJS.
Very clean 1! baths. Freshly deco.
449 S. 10th St. modern. 9:30 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
bdrm. apt, turn, w.w carpet. Avai.
now. 545 S. 9th St, or call 294.5744.
Male roommate needed, to share sv.1
other Completely turn. 2 harm Apt.
567.50. Call Eric after 3:00 295.3479 Or
stop by 351 S. 11th No. O.
Considerate fem, roommate needed
now, 2 bdrm apt. own rm.. wdb. bed,
$70. 2 persons $15 ea. ’ 2 blk. 295.5857.
FEMALE. Share 3 harm 2 ha apt
with 32 other chicks. 7 mi. from
campus. Near San Thomas Express. &
Payne Ave. $40 month. Share room
Call 243 6766.
Male roommate needed to sublet 2
bdrm, mod, apt. with 3 roommates.
Take over payments beg. Spr.
semester. ISO. 641 S. Ilth 289.8868.
CHICK looking for 2 liberal
rcommates to share lg. old 2 harm.
apt., 5 blks. from campus. Avail. Dec.
15 or Jan 1. 298.5454.
GIRL, Share Mc. 2 harm. apt. with
Pool in Los Gatos, 356.7454 Or 356.7803
after 4
LARGE 2 bdrm, turn house for rent.
GIRLS ONLY $60 head. 4 persons. 656
5 9th 286 2837.
Walk to LIS Share 560 per month.
Util. paid, Kit. Priv 377 4064 anytime.
5 6 p.m. Best.
Very nice room in exchange for light
household duties. Non smoker female
Only 4 blks to SJS Call 207312$ after
506

HOIISINI,

11

pon hoes icte rocle. ,ounny lee 4
oils 4 noth ono wave ncNe
ihr
...ono ,oke wkwIllnE sho no no
, own offe.. A. olin. nnr1 030 000 othe.

Good Only
alk
& FriligfPRIIIIIED BARN
Dec. 1 0,1 1
With This Ad
250 [Santa Clara

Cash paid for information leading to
.he purchase 01 016 cars (before 1942)
Please call for more details Aft. 5
pm Bob 961 6718

A00120117

COMPLETE SELECTION OF 45’S
MEXICAN AMERICAN & LATIN

no one
who wax there
will ever be the fame.

MAKE IT. FINE WINE $1.00 a gal.
BREW 8 cents a qt Beer 8. Wine
B0ok& Recipes Crocks Malt Hops
Grape Concentrates
FREE Al)
VICE BEGINNERS START HERE!
Located in the Arts 8. Crafts Center.
pn 248 6680. 1855 The Alameda THE
LALIFORN1A WINEMAK ER

Car Rallye By FUN Touring Club
from GEM in San Jose on N 1st St.
c.nt, Dec 18 53 00 car 5 classes
’
orne INFO 762 6/72

-

1433 The Alameda -297-3060

ANNOUNMI11815

CAR RALLYE by Southbay OSCA.
GEM on N First in San Jose. Sat
Dec 12th 60 pot S Classes. Awards
SANTA IN PERSON. Finish in Mil
pies. All Welcome INFO 262-6722

College Student Insurance Service, Inc.

Anthony D. Campagna,

Open Till Midnight Every Day of the Year

Spartan Daily Classifieds

COME TO THE FESTIVAL OF THE
LIGHTS The Israeli Student. Invite
you to their Hanukkan Party at the
Women’s Gym on Sat Dec 12th at
8 30 p m

289-8681

THEATRE

Are’

Men’s Liberation meeting Fri. 1.00.
Record listening rm Student Union
All interested can attend Dec. (1

NINE CALIFORNIA OFFICES DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO WRITING AUTO INSURANCE FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS, BELIEVE
YOU CAN’T BEAT OUR RATES. STOP BY
OUR SAN JOSE OFFICE AT 404 SOUTH
THIRD STREET OR GIVE US A CALL AT:

50

hie Day Service

CAR RALLYE, PARKVIEW GEM
SHOPPING CENTER (SAN MATEO)
Saturday, Dec 12th by SPORTIN’
LIFE
0.00 Any car and beginners
welcome Start anytime between 6 and
0 p

Phone: 294-2091

Coming Dec.

Art Cleaners
"Ir,,rk

AIODERNE DRUG CO.

10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD

Attention "low Budget" students!
ELEANOR’S DISCOUNT FASHIONS
of Los Gatos is selling name brand
lathes (Bobbie Brooks. Catalinas,
White Stag. Magnins. etc 1 for approx.
’inc third of the original cost. You
won’t believe the lovely clothes for so
Effie money Large selection Ladies,
childrens 2. teens Call for directions
156 6314 or 356 4839 720 University
Ave (between Blossom Hill Rd. &
Lark Ave I

NOTICE
CMS

T

ZIPMEAtr
A.R1CI.LANERS I

Attention Flower Children-We have
long stem premium roses for 52.95 a
riot i we.II put them in. gold florists
1.0 even) catch this terrific deal at
Eleanor’s Flowers of Los Gatos 720
university Ave (between Blossom
Hill Rd. & Lark Ave.) call for direc
tons 356 6314 or 356 4839. We also have
arnations for SI CO per dot., daisies 65
ents. bachelor buttons 95 cents,
st 05 a dot etc. etc. We have
’he largest selection of cut
,
valley. You’ll love our

Student rates on Sales
Rentals and Service

;46.7:

soloists
and
chorus,
woodwins which re-enacts
the events surrounding the
birth of Jesus. Soloists will
be Geraldine Zanvetter as
the angel, Janice Willard as
Mary
and
Michael
Zampiceni as the shepherd.
A donation of $1 will be
asked for both concerts. The
donations will be used for the
scholarships given to outstanding musicians who apply for admission to the
Music Department.

is by Raymond Nilsson, all of
the music faculty.
Choreography is by Janine
Kagel of the dance department. Costume design is by
Sandra Silva, setting is by
Dwight McBride and lighting
is by Don (’hilds, all of the
itraniii department.
"Gloria," by Arnold
Freed, is the Gloria of the
Mass for chorus and large
brass ensemble.
Respighi’s "Laud to the
Nativity" is a work for

AUTO INSURANCE. Annual liability
PPD I Married or Single age 11
I.
8. over $89 Married 21-12 $IMI Mr. Toll
241 3900

FAST ACCURATE, Experienced
typist. can Edit. Four miles from
campus. Mrs. Aslanian 298-4104,
STUDENT TYPING in my home.
Fast, accurate, minor editing. Mrs.
Baxter, phone. 264 6581
STEREO’S FOR RENT: Portable or
console free delivery, free service, no
contract. Esche’s 251.2598.
TV’s FOR RENT: free service, free
delivery in San Jose area; no contract.
Esche’s 251.2598.
MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE annual
liability rates 0 125cc $28; 126cc.200cc
536, 201cc-450cc $46. 451cc.600cc $62
Mr. Neal 371 1877.
E XPERIENCE THESIS TYPING
ELECTRIC Master’s
Reports
Disertations. Marianne Tamberg, 1924
Harris Ave. Call 371.0395, San Jose.
E XPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC: Term papers, Thesis, Etc. De.
pendable. Mrs. Allen 294.1313,
TYPING, IBM Elec, exper, editing
Former English teacher, P.0 &
deliver Call Mary Bryner, 244.6144
after 6:00.
TYPING thesis, term papers, etc.,
experienced and FAST!! Phone 2690674.
HELP SELF BY HELPING OTHERS
53.00- $40.00 MO. FOR BLOOD OR
PLASMA. PRESENT STUDENT
ACTIVITY CARD FOR lst. TIME.
$1.20 BONUS. CALIF. BLOOD BANK,
35 S. Almaden S.J. PH. 294.6535 (Op.
posite Greyhound Depot).
SURPLUS and GOODIES, Field
Jackets, Pea Coats, Bell Bottom
Pants, Clothing, Poly foam, Camping
supplies, Back Pack gear, Boots, and
other far out items. BARGAIN CITY,
260 N. 1st St. Hrs. 10 6, Thurs til 9.
Closed Sunday.
TYPING in my Home. PICA Type
Electric. Phone: 3195090.
CUSTOM MADE RINGS
Unique
engagement and or wedding diamond
jewelry designed to your exact sped.
fications Beautiful craftsmanship
at reasonable prices. The perfect
Christmas gift for your sweetheart.
Call Arlo at 294 0510.
FLAMENCO in depth by professional
guitarist. Phone 274 2662.
PERSONALS 03
Discouraged? Under Pressure? Need
Help? Get the Daily Habit of Calling
DIAL PEACE OF MIND 294.3333. 13
min.)
You can have me, 011 01 me for only 79
cents Meet meat St James infirmary
390 Moffett Blvd Mt View... Always
on Sunday H Wallbanger.
Be open minded. Explore the
advantages of a sorority. indure
administration rm. 242.
TRANSPI
EUROPE. ISRAEL. OAST AFRICA,
student travel discounts. Contact
I.S.C.A. representative Fred, 415 843
1857. Hrs. 4 6 2536 Regent St. Berkeley.
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS.
Several Schedules available from
West Coast to London, Amsterdam,
Frankfurt. Winter flights 5250 to $265
roundtrip, or 5150 oneway Spring and
1211141141. Flights 5260 to $325 reundtrip,
and $160 to $175 onewav

